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From the Chairman {,!--~7 I,Iniversity!>fEssex
Department of Economics
Wivenhoe Park, Colchester, Essex
Tel.:Colchester (OCO 6) 5141

14th June~ 1.968

Trace~
'Chairtrian ,
Corntnitteeof Enquiry.

Dear Kei th ,

I am responding to your request for reactions to your's:tatement
ofpr;:nciple in respect to free speech. I think paragraphii'(a)
and (b) are an admirable statement of the general principle of free
speech that most of us have .always taken for granted. I also have
nothing to object to in paragraph (c) up to the last sentence: I
believe there are times when one must believe that one has a moral
right to defy laws, rules and regulations. Such a decision can only be
made by the individual in the light of the dictates of his own conscience
and will usually be made when the individual finds his views at odds
with those of the majority of the society - if the majority agreed
with him, then the laws would be likely to be changed so that defiance
of the laws would be unnecessary.

If this is accepted, then the last sentence of paragraph (c)
should not be allowed to stand. The individual who decides to defy
the laws of his society must expect to receive the full penalties.
for such defiance. To argue in any btherway, as you seem to do in the
final sentence, is to force the authorities to decide what are and
,what are not valid grounds fot' moral objection. In some societies
it might be decided that objecting tb laws for integration was
morally acceptable whilst objecting to chemical and biological
warfare was not morally acceptable. Other societies mighttip.ke the
'opposite stand. It seems to me that universities should not'be
asked to take public stands on what is or is not a morally valid
ground for objection.' New ideas which eventually catch on are usually
held by only a tiny minority at the butset, and, if an institution
is forced to commit itself on the moral acceptability of some new
idea, then it will almost always go against a really novel idea
because it is unlikely to be held by the majority of the community
at the outset. Thus, it seems to me that the University must remain
as an institution (although not, of course, as a collection of
individuals), utterly neutral with respect to moral stances. For this
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rea::;on, I woulda,rgue that it is up to each individual to examine
,his conscience ,arid to deCide when he has Clmoral obligation to defy

, the normal rules.. and regtilations ~ and that it is up to the institution
ihVolved to. trea.t the individual ih the same way as it wotild any
other person who has defied the normal rules and regulations. To
do anything'else is to diminish the power of the individual to protest
pecause it invites the ftill power of established conservatism to be
directed against the no.vel ideas of which it disapproves.

"Having said this, I shotild add that once any person is found
guilty, the penalty-levying body would be expected to take mitigating
circumstances into account; for example, the fact that a person
wa.s drunk, emotionally disturbed, or in a high state of m()!,al
indignation, (possibly broughton by some genuinely inflamatory
remarks by a speaker), might well be taken into account when deciding
on the severity of a sentence. This, however, it very different from
taking into account the institution's assessment of the general moral
worth of the particular objection.

Yours sincerely,
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R.G.Lipsey.

P.S: I should like to point out that in some private discussions that
I have heard, the validity of the whole of paragraph (c) as an abstract
proposition seems, to be confused with the question of whether or not
the objectors in the -Inch Affair were morally justified in ma.king an
extra-legal objection. I think it would be unfortunate if people
objected to (c) in principle when they were, in fact, saying, (rightly
to my mind) that, because they did not investigate normal means of
having discussions about, and protests against, biological and chemical
warfare, the demonstrators were not morally justified in doing what
they did., The argument about the specific case must, be, I believe,
carefully separated from the argument as to whether or not such protest
is ever m6rally justifiable.
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